Dear Parents/ Carers,

RE Dukes' Barn Assembly

We would like to invite you to our Dukes Barn Celebration Assembly on **Wednesday 16th May at 2:45pm**.

In the assembly we will show the photographs that we took – there are a few! We will hear from the children about their experiences and the staff will also talk about their memories of our fabulous two days.

We would love to see as many of you as possible to share our brilliant memories with.

We would also like to extend this invite to Year 2 Parents as your children will have the opportunity to join us on this trip next March and it will give you an idea about the residential.

Please fill in the slip below to let us know if you are able to attend this assembly.

Many thanks,

Mrs Hughes, Miss Spencer and Mrs Robinson

Dear Mrs Hughes,

RE Dukes' Barn Assembly 16.5.18

I will / will not be attending the Dukes' Barn assembly. We will need _______ chairs for our family.

Signed ___________________________ Parent / Carers of _______________________.

Signed ___________________________ Parent / Carers of _______________________.